The simplicity of making peace.
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CONCILIATION
What is it?

Conciliation is a noncontentious procedure for the settlement of disputes in which a third impartial person helps the
parties to reach an agreement and to resolve a dispute.

What are the advantages?
Informality

A request for conciliation may be sent online by
using the appropriate form in the area “online
conciliation” of the website www.emediation.it;
The Centre, through its software, will take care
of inviting the other party to participate to the
conciliation Procedure.
The conciliation procedure will take piace in the
branch offices of the Centre located throughout the
territory duly registered with the Ministry of Justice.

Confidentiality

The mediator is bound by a secrecy obligation
with regard to the statements and information
acquired during the mediation procedure.
The mediator cannot testify.

Rapidity

The procedure cannot last more than
three months.

Efficacy

The minutes recording an agreement may become
enforceable for the purposes of commencing
attachment proceedings, seeking specific
performance and recording a judicial mortgage,
following the homologation bythe President ofthe
Court in whose district the Centre has its main office.

Cost efficiency

The tariffs vary on the basis of the value of the
dispute and cover the entire conciliation procedure,
be it mandatory or optional.

Tax incentives

Ali pleadings,documents and orders regarding the
mediation procedure are free from any stamp duty
and from any expense, tax or duty of whatever
nature. The minutes of conciliation are not subject
to the registration tax up to the amount of € 50,000,
whereas the registration tax becomes payable on
any amount in excess thereof.
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Simplified operations. Transparency.
Sustainability. Formation. Professionalism.
Social responsibility. Internationality.
Network development.
These are the eight pillars on which
Emediation is founded.

The first conciliation Centre in Italy which is also online for the administrative management
of the procedure through a customized and originai software which allows to resolve legai
issues through a quick access,thus further reducing the time needed for an ordinary
mediation,speeding up the process, minimizing costs in a transparent
manner and making you an integral part of a peculiar project of social responsibility.

Time is too precious
to not find an agreement.

The profile of the Emediation mediator
Professional. Proactive. International.
The profile of the Emediation mediator distinguishes
itself far the ability to interact with the parties in an
empathic manner by understanding their claims to
transform them into advantageous opportunities.
Each mediator bases his work on the eight important pillars on which Emediation is founded.

Transparency

Simplification

Formation

Emediation uses both the traditional system far
managing mediation procedures and the web system,
thus offering a conciliation service which is accessible
by means of a simple click, i.e. by compiling an online
form. This will allow the acceleration of the procedure
and the comfortable receipt of any information
regarding the file at home via email and SMS.

Any and ali operations, the cast of details, the social
responsibility projects sustained, shall be prepared
and published far the purpose of ensuring the highest transparency meant to achieve a relationship
centremediator-client which is based on trust and
reciprocal respect.
Emediation offers a formation service which is highly
specialized due to its partnership with Mediadream
s.r.l., an organization which is approved by the
Ministry of Justice whose courses are exempted
from VAT.

Professionalism and expertise

Emediation is a Centre whose strength is based
on the synergy of its members. Adequately formed
and selected professionals acting as mediators in
their sector, offering a high quality service based on
specificity, the research and development provided
by its scientifìc committee in partnership with
prestigious academies and high specialization
schools.

Internationality

Emediation has no borders. Its presence on the
website, the strong partnership with professionals
and centres within and outside the European Union,
the ability to create networks of constructive private
and public relations allows it to be present in Europe
and worldwide through reliable partners and dynamically expanding organizations.

Let’s reduce the consumption of paper.
We convert your disputes into CSR
Corporate Social Responsability which talk about you.
Emediation is an association based on environmental
sustainability and social responsibility.

Social

Emediation is the first Mediation Centre to include
in its corporate policy Social Responsibility for the
purpose of directly involving its clients and make
la them coproducers of well identified actions
characterized by a high social and environmental
impact. Furthermore the Centre has the
ability to propose to its affiliates the creation and
development of CSR projects which are in line with
its marketing strategy.

Sustainability

Thanks to its innovative virtual system,
the environmental impact is minimized a badger
dedicated to the Enterprise the pollution due to the
use of the car for travelling is almost
totally abolished.
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